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S&P 500 Q3/16 Earnings Preview
October 10th will unofficially kickoff US Q3 earnings season. With the S&P 500 set to
th
record its 6 consecutive decline in quarterly earnings, we look at a few of the
drivers of the index.


Q2/16 earnings season ended around the third week of August and finished with
roughly 70% of companies in the S&P 500 beating earnings estimates (above the
five-year average of 67%) and 53% beating on revenue.



If Q3/16 ends with negative EPS growth, this will make the first time the index
has experienced six consecutive quarters of year-over-year (yoy) declines since
Q3/08. However, if revenue growth comes in positive, this will mark the first time
the S&P 500 posts positive yoy growth in revenue since Q4/14.



Seven sectors are expected to report overall positive yoy EPS growth, however,
nine out of the 10 sectors have witnessed negative Q3/16 EPS estimate revisions
with the revisions most apparent in energy, materials and consumer
discretionary. The only sector that experienced a positive revision was
information technology.



Looking forward, analysts expect Q3 to be more about revenue growth than
earnings, and by Q4/16 analysts expect a turnaround in earnings, projecting EPS
and revenue growth of +5.6% and +5.2%, respectively.

Chart of the Week
S&P 500 Q3/16 EPS Growth (yoy) By Sector
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All about Guidance
Q2/16 earnings season ended around the third week of August and finished with
roughly 70% of companies in the S&P 500 beating earnings estimates (above the fiveyear average of 67%) and 53% beating on revenue. As Q2 wrapped up, the market
intently focused on forward guidance for indications the negative earnings trend is
about to reverse. However, out of 114 companies that issued guidance, 79
companies revised quarterly EPS lower, compared to only 35 issuing positive revision
guidance.
What to Expect for Q3/16
At the beginning of July, analysts’ Q3/16 S&P 500 earnings estimates called for
positive EPS growth of +0.5% and a +2.5% increase in revenue. As time progressed,
analysts revised EPS growth estimates lower to negative 2.1%, while revenue growth
remained at +2.5%, as of September 16. During this period of negative EPS revisions,
the S&P 500 rose 3.7% quarter-to-date (qtd). If Q3/16 ends with negative EPS
growth, this will mark the first time the index has experienced six consecutive
quarters of yoy declines since Q3/08. However, if revenue growth comes in positive,
this will mark the first time the S&P 500 posts positive yoy growth in revenue since
Q4/14. Seven sectors are expected to report overall positive yoy EPS growth,
however, nine out of the 10 sectors have witnessed negative Q3/16 EPS estimate
revisions with the revisions most apparent in energy, materials and consumer
discretionary. The only sector that experienced a positive revision was information
technology. Energy saw its yoy EPS estimates drop from negative 52.9% at the
beginning of the quarter to negative 66.1%. The largest cuts were made to Exxon
Mobil (from US$0.80/sh to US$0.66/sh), Valero Energy (US$2.01/sh to US$0.99/sh),
and Phillips 66 (US$1.75/sh to US$0.99/sh). At the same time, the energy sector
declined by 1.7% qtd. The sector is expected to be the largest negative contributor to
overall earnings in Q3/16; if energy is excluded, estimated earnings growth for the
S&P 500 improves from -2.1% to 1.1%. As for materials, the sector saw its EPS growth
drop from +9.3% to +3.9% in Q3/16 with 78% of the 27 companies in the sector
experiencing a negative revision. The main companies that saw a decline were from
the chemicals industry: CF Industries (US$0.28/sh to US$0.02/sh), Mosaic
(US$0.30/sh to US$0.11/sh) and DuPont (US$0.34/sh to US $0.21/sh). Despite this,
the sector has gained 2.8% qtd. Information technology, on the other hand, saw
positive EPS revisions from +0.2% to +0.9% with 31 out of 66 companies in the sector
expected to see a positive revision driven primarily by: Seagate Technology
(US$0.37/sh to US$0.78/sh) and Applied Materials (US$0.47/sh to US$0.65/sh). The
sector is up 12.6% qtd. As for revenue growth, consumer discretionary (+8.7% yoy),
health care (+7.1%) and utilities (+5.3%) are expected to lead the way. Within
consumer discretionary, auto components are projected to report revenue growth of
+65% yoy followed by marketing retail up +28% yoy. Health care technology is
expected to grow by +10% and, within utilities, multi-utilities are projected to grow
revenue by +6%.
Conclusion
Looking forward, analysts expect Q3 to be more about revenue growth than
earnings, and by Q4/16 analysts expect a turnaround in earnings, projecting EPS and
revenue growth of +5.6% and +5.2%, respectively. Energy remains a headwind to
overall earnings growth, but by removing this drag, the overall index shows positive
EPS growth. Overall, markets continue to look for a recovery in the energy sector,
which would boost margins and help bring the market’s valuation back towards its
long-term average.
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